The energy loss and energy loss straggling widths have been measured in transmission for 0.9 -3.4 MeV protons traversing a thin kapton polyimide foil. In a prior step, the thickness and non-uniformity of the target foil were carefully investigated. The overall relative uncertainties in the stopping power and energy loss straggling variance data amount, respectively, to less than 2% and 8%. The experimental data show to be in excellent agreement with available previous ones and with those compiled in the ICRU-49 report. They are fully consistent with the predictions of Sigmund-Schinner's binary collision theory of electronic stopping over the whole proton energy range explored. An average deviation of ~2.5% relative to values calculated by the SRIM-2008 code, likely due to effects of valence electrons involving the , and bonds, is however observed at low proton velocities. The measured energy loss straggling data, which are unique to our knowledge, are found to be in good agreement with values derived by the classical Bohr formula for ≳ 1300 keV but they significantly exceed Bohr's collisional energy loss straggling at lower proton velocities where target electrons can no longer be considered as free. They also show to be consistent with the predictions of the Bethe-Livingston and Sigmund-Schinner theories over the low proton velocity region ( 1300 keV). However, they are significantly overestimated by these theories over the intermediate and high proton velocity regions, which may be due to bunching effect by inner shell electrons of the polymer target. Besides, our energy loss straggling data are in better overall consistency with the Yang, O'Connor and Wang empirical formula for 1300 keV, while deviations above the latter amounting up to ~18% are observed at lower proton velocities.
Introduction
When swift charged particles cross matter, they are slowed down with losing all or part of their energy mainly due to inelastic electronic collisions with target atoms. These collisions are statistical in nature and the resulting energy loss distributions are characterized by the associated mean energy losses and widths (FWHMs related to the energy loss straggling variances). The ion mean energy loss and energy loss straggling variance are statistical quantities of crucial importance regarding both the understanding of the fundamental aspects of ion-matter interactions and ion beam analysis various applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The ion mean energy loss per travelled path length, i.e., the target material stopping power, , has been extensively investigated for various ion-target combinations over a wide range of ion bombarding energies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In contrast, the energy loss straggling variance, Ω
, is much more difficult to measure reliably, and still much more limited corresponding studies are available in the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Indeed, the energy loss straggling is very sensitive to the target material non-uniformity, roughness and inhomogeneity in chemical composition that may be responsible for undesirable, supplementary broadenings to the effective energy loss straggling variance. These spurious effects of the target material are usually difficult to evaluate experimentally, and special precautions need to be taken for reducing them to a negligible level.
In the present paper, we report on energy loss and energy loss straggling measurements (Section 2) carried out for incident proton energies, 0.9 -3.4 MeV, crossing a 1062 µg/cm 2 -thick kapton polyimide foil. The derived stopping power and energy loss straggling data are reported and discussed in Section 3. The data are compared to previous experimental results available in the literature [26] [27] [28] and to values from the ICRU-49 report [29] . They are also discussed in comparison to values calculated by the binary collision approximation scheme (BCAS) of Sigmund and Schinner [30] [31] [32] using the last version of the program PASS [33] , and to values generated by the SRIM-2008 computer code [34] . The derived energy loss straggling data are compared to the predictions of the Bohr and
Bethe-Livingston classical theories [35, 36] of collisional energy loss straggling and to values derived by the empirical formula of Yang, O'Connor and Wang [37] . Besides, they are discussed in comparison to values generated by the Sigmund-Schinner [30, 38] binary ¤ collision theory of electronic stopping using the PASS code [33] . Note that all the calculated and Ω values have been performed with assuming the validity of the BraggKleeman additivity rule [39] for compound materials. Finally, concluding remarks from the current study are drawn in Section 4.
Experimental set up and methods
The experimental set up and methods used in this experiment have been described
elsewhere [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 25] . Then, only an account of the main experimental aspects is given in the following subsection.
Proton beam and detection system
The energy loss and energy loss straggling measurements were carried out at the Algiers 3.75-MV Van de Graaff accelerator whose energy calibration has been checked [16] by exploring narrow resonances in the 19 F(p, ¡ ) 16 O and 27 Al(p, ) 28 Si nuclear reactions. A primary proton beam with energy in the range 0.9 3.4 MeV, mean current intensity of ~30 nA and circular spot of ~1.5 mm diameter was directed onto a very thin AuSi scattering target through a series of electrostatic lenses and focusing slits. Then, a secondary proton beam, backscattered off the Au scattering target was used in transmission through the kapton target foil for measuring the proton energy loss distributions. The latter were recorded without and with target foil in place using a system designed [12] to allow one moving the target holder without breaking the high vacuum constantly maintained inside the scattering chamber. The backscattered proton beam was detected at laboratory angle of 165° relative the primary beam direction by means of a 25 mm 2 effective area, 500 µm thick ULTRA ion implanted Si detector, collimated by a 3 mm diameter slit and set at ~2 cm from the investigated target foil. A maximum allowed bias voltage of 50 V was applied to the Si detector in order to minimize the associated pulse-high-defect that constitutes the main cause of the detector response non-linearity [40, 41] . A data acquisition system made of standard EG & G Ortec electronics was associated to the detector for pulse processing and recording the proton energy loss spectra [14] . The achieved overall energy resolution of the detection system was of ~10.7 keV (FWHM) for 882 keV backscattered protons.
Target foil properties, thickness and non-uniformity investigations
The kapton film was commercially supplied with stated thickness of ~7. The thickness of the used kapton film was accurately determined using the weight per area method [12] . Circular target samples of ~12 mm in diameter were cut out from the kapton film with a very accurately machined punching tool. They were immersed into an ethanol solution in order to clean them from possible surface dirt. Then, they were dried during ~12 hours in an oven maintained at a temperature of ~50 ° C, and weighted several times each by means of a Sartorius super micro-balance of ± 1µg absolute accuracy. The sample areas were determined by measuring an equivalent one of a ~5 µm-thick nickel foil using a Carl Zeiss Hall 100 optical microscope able to read to ±2 µm. For this purpose, the Ni sample was carefully cut out using the same punching tool as for the kapton samples. A mean areal thickness value, "̅ 1062 & 13 µg/cm 2 , of the target samples was obtained in these measurements, in good agreement with the value given by the supplier.
The macroscopic non-uniformity of the film thickness was estimated via systematic energy loss measurements for 4.824 MeV and 5.485 MeV alpha particles from a very thin 241 Am-239 Pu-233 U mixed radioactive source crossing different points over the kapton foil area.
This method [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 25 ] is very powerful for macroscopic non-uniformity scanning [25] since it relates only to ∆ ( measurements achieved with good accuracy. Multi-Gaussian curves were fitted to the experimental energy loss distributions recorded for alpha particles from the mixed radioactive source crossing the kapton target. This allowed us to determine the alpha particle peak positions with relative uncertainty of less than 0.02%. The foil thickness variations over the scanned points over the target sample area induced fluctuations in the resulting alpha particle ∆ ( energy loss data lying within one standard deviation of less than 1.5% for both considered alpha particle energies. Finally, a relative uncertainty of ~2% in the determined kapton foil mean thickness was obtained by summing in quadrature the relative uncertainties originating from the target thickness determination (~1.2%) and from the macroscopic non-uniformity scanning (~1.5%).
Furthermore, at a microscopic scale the non-uniformity of the kapton foil was investigated similarly as in [25, 42] via energy loss and energy loss straggling measurements for a 2. 
Energy loss and energy loss straggling measurements
The experimental data of energy loss and energy loss straggling widths, Δ and 5 67 , were respectively deduced from the peak positions and widths (FWHM) of the measured proton energy loss distributions. Similarly as in [12, 16] 35.5%, considered in this work. Generated Gaussian fits to these experimental data are also plotted in Fig. 1 (solid curves), allowing an accurate determination of the distribution peak positions and widths. As can be seen, the measured spectra are well reproduced by the Gaussian fits over the considered channel intervals defined by ~3 up to 4 times one standard deviation around the peak positions [12] . The difference in mean peak positions in the recorded proton energy loss spectra without and with the kapton target in place (see Fig.1 ) yields the mean energy loss, Δ , while the energy loss straggling width, 5 67 , was deduced from the measured widths (FWHM), 5 < and 5 => , of the unstraggled and straggled beam profiles using the relation:
Stopping power and energy loss straggling variance determinations
The experimental stopping power values were deduced from the mean energy loss data as in [12, 14] . Briefly, for energy loss fractions, , with 0.05% accuracy [47] . Note that here is the energy of backscattered protons off the AuSi scattering target. In some cases where large energy losses were recorded (Table 1) , two § corrections have been considered: (i) a quadratic correction term derived from an expansion of the ? function as in reference [47] and (ii) the increase in the projectile path length within the kapton target foil due to multiple scattering [12, 48, 49] . However, these two corrections amounted to at most ~0.17% and ~0.06%, respectively. For energy loss distributions of Gaussian shapes, the measured straggling width, 5 67 , is elementarily related to the experimental energy straggling variance,Ω BCD , by the expression
The present energy loss straggling experimental data were corrected for target foil roughness and inhomogeneity effects using the method due to Besenbacher et al. [50] . Then, the corrected straggling variance is given by
where 〈Δ 〉 is the ion experimental mean energy loss in the target.
Results and discussions
The obtained results of the stopping power, ? , and energy loss straggling variance, Ω ? , for protons in kapton polyimide are reported in Table 1 together with the corresponding proton energies and energy loss fractions. The overall relative uncertainties in these ? and Ω ? experimental data, evaluated as in [12, 25] , amount to at most 2% and 8%, respectively. The ? experimental data are compared in Figs. 2 to other data sets from previous experiments [26] [27] [28] and from the ICRU-49 report [29] . In Fig. 3 , our data are compared to values calculated by the binary collision approximation scheme (see [30] [31] [32] and references therein) using the last version of the PASS program [33] or generated by the SRIM-2008 code [34] .
Concerning the energy loss straggling, our experimental data are plotted in Fig. 4 in form of the variance ratio, Observing the trend of the energy loss straggling data over the low proton velocity region, E p < 1300 keV, we have noted an apparently large departure between the two data points at 950 keV and 1050 keV, lying well outside the initially calculated error bars. This has led us to carefully reexamine the corresponding energy spectra with and without the kapton target being exposed to the proton beam. Then, plotting the widths (FWHM) of the measured energy loss distribution versus the mean proton energy for these two data points and their immediate ¨ n eighbors, we have pointed out a presumably pronounced fluctuation of the proton beam spot width with the kapton target being placed (for the point at ~950 keV) and without target in place (for the point at 1050 keV). Consequently, we have reevaluated the relative uncertainties in the latter two data points that have been increased, respectively, from 2.98% up to 7.86% and from 2.59% up to 5.01%, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . In the latter representation, the measured energy loss straggling data are also conveniently compared to the predictions of:
(i) the Bethe-Livingston theory [36] for the collisional energy loss straggling assuming the target electrons to be bound within the atomic shells, (ii) Sigmund-Schinner's binary collision theory [30, 38] using the PASS computer code [33] , and (iii) Yang et al. [37] empirical formula. In the Bethe-Livingston theory, the effective target atomic number expresses as, M N M ∑ M P P , where the sum extends over the electrons excluded by the condition, Q P 2RS , with R and S denoting the electron mass and projectile velocity, respectively.
Note that in all the energy loss straggling calculations the input data used for the H, C, N and O constituent elements of the kapton target, reported in Tab.2, were taken from the ICRU-73 report [51] .
Stopping power data
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , our ? experimental results are in fairly good agreement with both previous data from reference [26] and the ICRU-49 report [29] over the common explored proton energy ranges. They are also in excellent agreement with experimental data from references [27, 28] for 1100 keV. However, they lie above the data from reference [28] by ~3 up to 6% and slightly below the data from reference [27] over the common explored higher energy interval. Relative to the values derived by the SRIM-2008 [34] and the PASS [33] computer codes based on the binary collision approximation (see Fig.3 ), our data show to be fully consistent with the BCAS predicted values [30, 31, 32] 
Energy loss straggling data
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the energy loss straggling ratio, are fully Gaussian-shaped, the observed discrepancies with the predictions of these theories vary between 11% and 17%: they are likely due to phase and spatial correlation effects of inner shell atomic electrons of the studied kapton target. Indeed, the input data for the H, O and N constituents of the latter used in our energy loss straggling calculation by the BetheLivingston theory [36] are those for molecular gases. Moreover, the bunching of electrons in their atomic orbits was ignored in this calculation, which may lead to a decrease of the energy loss straggling as predicted by this theory [36] for solid targets.
In our calculation of the energy loss straggling with the Yang et al. [37] empirical formula, we have also assumed the (H, N, O) elemental constituents of the kapton polyimide target to be solids. However, phase state effects, i.e., the solid-gas difference, has practically Yang et al. [37] have fitted a deformed resonant function to experimental data affected by discrepancies of up to 60%.
Summary and conclusion
The observed general consistencies between theoretical predictions and our stopping power and energy loss straggling experimental data over the explored proton velocity regions clearly attest for the reliability of our measurements.
The measured ? stopping power data for ~ 0.9 -3.4 MeV protons crossing a thin kapton polyimide foil are found in overall agreement with previously measured data [26] [27] [28] and with the ICRU-49 compilation. As discussed in the preceding section, they exhibit similar Concerning the energy loss straggling experimental data for the same projectile-target system, one notes that they exhibit marked energy dependencies with two main distinct trends (see Fig. 4 ). (i) Over the high proton velocity region explored, i.e., for 1300 keV, they are in overall good agreement with Bohr's classical theory predicting energy-independent collisional energy loss straggling with neglecting the bindings of the target atomic electrons.
In this region, however, our data are slightly overestimated by the Bethe-Livingston theory assuming the target electrons to be bound within their atomic shells and by Sigmund-
Schinner's binary collision theory involving both the shell and Barkas-Andersen corrections.
(ii) Over the lower proton velocity region explored here, i.e., for 1300 keV, our data significantly increase as the proton energy decreases towards the stopping power function maximum where complex interaction effects, including charge exchange and target-projectile G and F are respectively the principal and azimuthal quantum numbers. Table 2 : Average excitation energy, Q P , electron number, M P _ P M (where _ P is the oscillatorstrength of the ith shell/subshell) and binding energy, a b , for shells or subshells of the (H, C, ¡ N et O) elementary constituents of the studied kapton polyimide target. These input data used in our calculations were extracted from the ICRU-73 report [51] . compared to previous experimental data [26, 27, 28] and to values compiled in the ICRU-49 report [29] .
¡ ¡ [30, 31, 32] ) using the last version of program PASS [33] and to values generated by the SRIM-2008 computer code [34] . and Sigmund-Schinner [30, 31, 32] (PASS calculation [33] ) theories, and by Yang et al.
empirical formulae [37] assuming Bragg-Kleemann's additivity rule for compound materials.
